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Although it is well known that the strength of wood de-.
Fends greatly upon the time the load is aPplied little consid- ..-

● eration has been given to this important fact in testing matie.*-
ial for airplanes. It is the purpose of this paper to present ““
results obtained in impact tests for woods conducted under the
direction of Professor H. L. Qhittemore, E~~eau of Standards,
for the Committee on Zkterials for Aircraft of the National
A’dvisoryCommittee for Aeronautics.

Woods having the greatest strength for their .weig.htare
used for Ai~lane wing beams although the static and compres-
sion tests upon-~:hich the selection is xade do not represent
even approximately, the actual loading conditions on the air-
~lane structure. In normal fright, the loads are fairly con-
stant if t~leeffect of vibration is neglected. In stunting
during which the maximum leads occur, the excessive load is on-
ly applied for about five seconds at most. Again in landing,
forces are suddenly aFplied through the landing reheelswhich
may cause the failure of other parts of the structure,

Hany tests have show-n that the strength of ~ood loaded for
filanymonths is about P.alf that v~-ichwould produce failure ins.
say one-half hour.* The resistance to loads applied for a very
short time are known to be greater still, For example, the fi-
ber stress at the elastic liizitin impact bending in which the
stress is applied and relieved in 1/25 second or less, is about
tvvicethe value for static bending.** If the effect of time
under load was known to be the same for all woods then reli-
ance could be ~laced on the results of the usual static tests,
s~ch as the transverse, to deter~ine the relative value of t.}e
material, but on the other hand, impact tests may give info2--
mation unobtainable from other tests. In this connection
Record’s opinion may be of interest.***
* Johnson’s “Materials of Construction, 115th edition, 1918,

F. 208, .
** Bulletin No. 555 - lWecMnical Properties of WOoi!.llp,2i,

etc.
*** Samuel J. Record – Wecha,nical Properties of Wood,ii p. 33.

.
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“Impact testing is difficult to conduct satisfactorily and
the data obtained are of chief value ~.:aa relative sense, that
is. for comparing ‘&beshock resis-tijngability of woods of w’hioh
lz.kespecimens hare been subjected to exaotly identical treat-
ment. Yet this test is one of the most important made on wood,
a.sit brings out properties not evident fron other tests. De-
fects and br~.ttlensss ave revealed by impact be%bez than b any
other kind of test. In common practzce nearly ail.externai
stresses are of the nature of i~act. In fact nd tiv~moving
bodies can oome together without impact stress. Impact is, ther-e..
fore, the commonest form of a~plied stzess, altlnough the most
difficult tO meam=e.ff

If the impact or suddenly aypl.ied loading test can be made
ohea.plyand eaeily it sight repl.aoe.the transverse and otb.ez
test for rood, pa~ticula~ly for acceptance of material. For air-
plane woods, it would have.the advantage of testing the materbl
under the conditions under which the maxim~ loads are applied.
It has often been claimed and Record agrees that an impact test
is more useful than the stati~ tests foz detecting “Bzash” OX’
brittle material. The value of this so-called “brittleness’ test
16 shown by the specifi.oation for mahogany (Central American)
V 7-November 1918 of the British Eng~n~ering stan~ards.Associa.-
tion. The impact test i.s required, but, the transverse test is
optional witi~the inspect-oz.

A suhary of the requirements of the British Standard Spec-
ifications for Ai=cra.ftMaterials and the Air Board Specifica-
tions ane given in Table 1, The tests for brittleness are made ~
in an Izod inpact machine having a tup weighing 20 lbs, , sWing-
ing on a radius of 2 ft. When the tup is released from the usual
horizontal positio~~tthe available enezgy is 40 ft. lb.
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Table 1.

~aterial I $tandazd Sp~Ci=j
shall absorb r.c.t.~

I less tlwn—.
I

Ash

.

10

Mahogany
(Central American\ 6

Mahogany
(West African) I

I
6

Walmt ‘
I

9

Silver spruce an1

8
ap rovsd substitutes

-rade A ! 8
Grade B I &

Of the impact tests made in this country those reported by
the Forest ~roducts Laboratory in their extensive investigation
of the Uechanidal Properties of Woo-ds, are perhaps, the best
known. The impact bendi~g test is made upon a beam 2 by 2 by 30
inches over a length of 28-jnch span. A 50-lb. hammez is drop-
ped upon the stick at the center of the span, first from a
height of 1 inch, next 2 inches, etc. s up to 10 inches, then in-
c~easirl~ 2 inches at a time until compiete failure ocours, The
deflections of the specimens are recorded on a zevolving drum
by a Fointez attached to the hammer. This pointer also zecords
the position ths ~~eciren assumes after the shock. Thus data
are obtained for determining the various properties of the wood
when subjected to shock.*

Although this test is very valuable, the results do not
allow a comparison to be made of the energy required to break
two different materials. Until the stsess in the s ecimen
reaches the elastic limit all of the energy of the Blow is re-
turned to the hammer and should not be considered in computing
the impact resistance of the material. After the specimen takes
a permanent set, onljjpart of the ener

F
is returned, the remain-

der causing Fernanen~ Inj-dryof the ma erial. Tkis pcrtion i-— .. —
* See Note 2, Page 15.

—



creaees 5.s tL5 ‘Leigkt of fall is increased until failure o~c~rs~
It is evident, thezefora, that the energy of the hammer does not
measure the in~act resistance of the wood, and that a comparison
of two .wo.odscannot -be made by comparing the e~ergy absorbe&

‘In”addition, there are a number of Ways in which a trans-
verse wood specimen r,ayfail, “classified according to the way
in which they develop tension, compression and horizontal shear
and according to the appearance of the broken surface as brash
oz f:brous.1’ This somewhat complicates the direct comparison
of two specimens.*

After consideration of the test methods outlined above, the
Bureau Of St~n&r~~ undertook a preliminary investigation of
impact tests of wood. Testing machines of the pendulum type
were used as the energy absorbed by the specimen can b= read di-
rectly from the height to whioh the tup rises after striking

* the specimen. A study of the most suitable form of specimen
was made to obtain one vhich was thoroughly practicable.

NO ~alues for woods of different s~ecies were cbtained and
no detailed study was bade of the mater~al used fqr these tests.
Whenever possible, comparisons are made of specimens cut from
the same stick.

T’estin2Machines.

Transverse Test - These tests were made in a Riehle Univer-
sal machine having a oayacity of 50.000 lbs. The apFaratus for
measuring the deflections as well as the method of applying the
load was similar to that used by the Forest Products Laboratory*
Two Wisler dial micrometers, one on each side of the specimen,
were connected to it by fine copper wire which was mound on tk.e
pointer axle;

Impact Test - Izod. - A regular Izod machine made by Bu.lt-
man Ccmpany2 for metal speciaens was modified by substituting a
heavy steel block bolted to the frame for the specimen vise and
cILampingthe wood specimens with a straF bolted to this block.
Ti<lsmachine ls shown ‘inFig. 1. The maximum energy available
is 120 ft. lb. and the energy absorbed by the specimen is read
dire~tl-.Srgm *he ~aduated dial at t-hetop of the machine. ‘
The specimen was protected where struck by the tup by a 1/16 in.
sheet steel cap.

Impact Test - Charny tyye. - To allow spec-imens to be test-
ed under z~znsverse ba&ng, a pendulum impact machine shown in
Fig. 2, was designed and built having a tup formed like that of

* See Note 3, Page 33.
** See Note 2, Page 12.
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a C%arpy irrpactmachine. This had a bro@ stziking face back
of the center of gravity of the tup and with the center of the
striking f~ce at the same distance from the axis as the center
of percussion. In this way, the conditions which have been ‘
found to give”good results with the Charpy machine, were at Least-
approximately fulfilled for this impact machine for wood.

The specimen was suppo~ted horizontally upon two blocks
which mdved in a slotted base to obtain any span up to 3f3
‘inches. The tup weighed the same as that for the Izod machine
ad the available energy was the sane, 220 ft. lb.

Outline of Tests.

(a) Material. All the wocd was clear straight grained,
spruce intended for airplane use, which was well seasoned;
All the woods were said to be spruce, stick A being Sitka spruce
and sticks H and I spruce from North Carolina. The moisture
content and specific gravity for each wood are given in Table 2.
!l%eannular rings were, in all speoi~ens, parallel tc the dir-
ect motion of the tup.

Table 2.
.

Mcisture Content and Specific Gravity of Woods,

!Wcod Moisture ccntent % Specific gravity

A 9*145 0.475

b 9*21
!’

● 44

c 8.335 I .36
[

I D 9.47
[

I ● 505

E
a

9.75 8 .535

G 9*51 .40 I

(’o)Transverse Tests. In order to obtain data for compar-
ison with that from the impact tests, transverse tests were made
cn several of the sticks. The specimens were 2 by 2 by 31
inches and were tested on a span of 28 inches. Some were notch-
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ed as.described below for the impact tests at the middle of
their len~h. Load “deflection di~grsms mere drawn and the en-
ergy requzred to rupture the ~pec~me~s computed-

(c) Imnact Tests -“Izod. Unless varied for the purpose of
studying the effect on the results, the folldting conditions
were maintained constant during these tests.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f,

&

The energy of the blow was 120 ft. lb. ‘

The distance of the striking edge from the top
surface of the clamping block was 2.5 in.

The center of the notch, if any, was in line
with the top of the clamp block.

The upper edge of the strap clamping’ the spec-
imen was very slightly rounded.

A constant torque, approximately 5 lbs. o; a
lever arm of 8 in. oz 40 in. lb. was used for
each of the 3/4 in. screws holding the clamp,

The depth of the notch, if any, was 3/8 inch.

The length of the clamped portion of the speo-
imen was 4 in.

The following conditions were varied:

A, Cross Sectional.Area:- Two sizes of specimens were
used, the first 7/8 by 7/8 and the second, 1 by 1-3/8 in.
After notching to a depth of 3/8 in. the dimensions were 7/8 by
1/2 and 1 by 1 in. and the sectional areas were about 0.43 and
1.00 sq.in, respectively,

B. Form of Notch:- These forms of notch were used:

s -’r
r=l/16 im

--y&lJ-
r=o

I
r=l/16 in.

l-r
+1+-
1/8 in. 1/16 in.

C. With and Without l{otch:- Specimens with and without
notch were used,

—
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D. ‘Lenath of Clamped”Portion:- Specimens which were
clanped SQr twc inches were ‘wed as well as those clamped fon
four inches.

l? Enerm bf BIow:- Blows delivering an energy cf 6C
ft. lb. ‘“vere used as well as those delivering 120 ft. lb.

F. %.&us of Stran RUZQ :- A radius of 1/8 in. was
used as weil as the sharp edge.

G. Clamping Pressure:- Torques of 16 in. lb. and 80
in. lb. obtainedby exerting forces of 2 and 10 lbs. respec-
tively on a wrench 8 in. long mere used.

(d) InimactTests - Charnv Tree. me to the high ifi~act
resistance of the wood used for this work, it was found impos-
sible to fracture many of the larger specinens. The limited
amount of mats~ial available made it impracticable Qso to Zake
a sufficient number of specime~-sto (iete-rmineth~ value of
this metinod of test.

The energy of the blow was in all oases 120 ft. lb. and
the span 28 in. The following conditions were varied during
these tests:

A. Cross Sectional Area:- T~o sizes of specimens were
used, the first 1.50 in. square and the second 2.00 in. square.

B. With and Without Notch:- Some were tested with
notch and some without.

Test Results.
.

Transverse Tests - The -results of the transverse tests are
given in Table 3, and-typical load deflection graphs shown in “
Figs. 3, 4, 5 and6. Although the small number of tests made
it impossible to obtain all the information desired, it mill be
noted that the total energy increased with an increase in the
modulus of rupture and in a greaten ratio. The total energy
for the notched specimens is less than for those without the
notch, as was to be expected, and %Ee energy per square inch of
sectional area is practically the s~.mefcr the C sFecimens
which are the only ones which can be com~ared.

—
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Table 3.

Transverse Tests.

Wood I Specimen
numbers

7E 1-3

c s-lo

c 14-16

G 4, 5, 13

B 6,7,11,12

Notch

Iithout
notCh

K

I

I

I

Modulus of . Energy absorbed

Y
ture ft)lb.

-+

Variatio~
lb,sqtin, ft.lb/sq.in, per ten”. . —— —..—
14,C60 19i.2 47,e 3.2

9,530
I

88.4 22,0
I

14.8

9,330

I
66,2 W*4 22,3

.
10,730 56.1 1’7.Z 31.2

‘ 11,200 I 78.2 24.1 I 61.2

It is very noticeable that the consistency of the results
is much greater for the specimens without the ~.etch. If the
energy is to be determined by a static transverse test the same
average values will be obtained with the notched as with the
pl-ai.n-specimensbut the variation of the results will be greater
for the former.

Impact Test - Izod - The results of these tests are given
in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, and fractured specinens .
shown in Fig. 7. Unless otherwise stated the results are the

T’ is evident that the en- ..averages for et least six specimens. -b
ergy absorbed is not proportional to the sectional area but the
energy per square inch of sectional area is given in these ta-
bles as this ve~ue is often reported Zor impaot tests.

In order to show the consistency of the readings the aver-
age variation is given. This is obtained ‘d:computing the av-
era e enel~~ absorbed and thm the avevage variation in per cent

fof he indlvickal vesu~ts f:wm this value. If a given specimen
has a low variation valve, z~liabie results may be obtained
from fewer specimens than if a specimen having a higher varia-
tion is used,

A. Variable Cross Sectional Area - Table 4. It will.
De noted that the large? s>ecimsrishave the higher impact values
and also the higher values for the energy per unit aqea. There
is no constant ratio bstween tlnesevalues for a given material
nor for any form of notch. The larger specimens also have the
advantage that the variation in the results is muoh less than
for the smaller specimens.

;
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B. Variable Form of Notch - Table 5. The -energy abscrb-
ed is independent of the form of the notch but the variation of
the results depends somewhat on the notch. A~era:::~lgh: ‘arz-
ations for each.notch gives I 10.8, II 16.5, -
IV 16.3 and V 6.0 per cent. The nuniber of spec;mens ;i~h
notch V is too small td consider the low value for this notch
reliable. The value-for notoh I obtained from a large numbex
of specimer.s shovisan apparent advantage for %his form. As it

has a smooth fillet at the bottom of the notch this was to be
expected but apparently notch 111 should give equaily good ze-
Suits. It is remarkable that notches II, 111 and IV all give
16 per cent, mhich may be taken as the average variation of the
energy from the”normql value for notched specimens similar to
these.

C. Specimens with and without Nctch - Table 6. The
results on wood C are the averages from specimens having vazi–
able clamped length but the same relation -between notched and
unnotched specimens is found if the results for each clamped
length are compared. There is a noticeably greater ener~ ab-
sorbed by the notched and the variation which is low is about the
same for both. There iS no advantage in obtaining a high value
for the energy & the results are consistent, There is> how–
ever, a decided advantage in using the unnotched specimen,

D. Variable creed Length – Table 7. The energy ab-
sorbed by the specimens clamped for 4 in. is considerably great-
er than for those ~lamped for 2 in. and averages about 23 pe~
cent. The short clamped length allowed the specimen to crush
due to the high be~”ing ~tress ~d so abscfb--energy.

The ~~ariati~~ aver~”ges 11.9.pe2 c~nt”fd~ the 2 in. and

9:8 for the 4 ‘in. lengths. AG there is no att~antage in obtain-
ing.a high value fo~ ~ke ener~ bet “a low var~ation “is tiiportmt,
it is evid5fit“that .tEe_cIamped length 6hould ‘o& 4 in. 0? more
and be a constant ~o%!--allspecimens.’

E. Variable energy of 510:7 - Table 8. ,As the length cf
the clev-pedportion”--ti-a-snot t-n.esame in both cises, the result=
are not strictly oompara”~le. If we assume, however, that the
sffect of k-ariations in the c“l~ed length mere the same for
i700d A as for wood C, (see Table 7) then for the 60 ft.lb, blm
the value of tEe energy absorbed (specimens 16–2 Table 8)
should be at least 18.4 ft.lb; for a 2 in. ~l~ped length. This
iS about 16 per cent ;:ore t~.a”n”the .~alue for t~ie120 ft.lb. bloT.
Apparently more ener~ is absorbed Zf the velocity of the tup is
low but the difference is riotgreat and the results are not d~f-
inite. In impact testing it is USual to release the tup from
the same position if the specimens are of similar matezials.

-r . - - .-
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F. Vaziable Radius OZ Strap Edge - T~.bleS. The

the strap edge is zounded within reasonable lim~ts has no
fluence on the results. It may be e~ected that with ,tke
er specimen tbe enengy would increase ~~th SE ~nc~e~se ifl

.—-

amount
in-
sMall-
the

radi& of curvature &e to the resulting increesed deflection
of the specimen. -... ..

G. Variable Clamping Pressure - Table 10, The results
show that the clamping pressure, within reasonable limits have
no effect upon ‘theenergy absorbed. The variations are very
10T?. It should be noted that only a few speoimens were tested.

Im~act tests - Cha~v tvme - Table 11, In a rmuuber of cases

the specimens failed by splitting instead of by a fibrous trans-
verse fracture.

Although the area of cross section was varied, no c;~e;~i-
sons oan be made as the ~ood is not the sane for both.
“isinsufficient data to allow a comparison of these values to
be mde with Izod tests on the same wood.

The fact that the s ecimens failed by longitudinal shear
Yand in other ways probab y accounts for the high variations

which are about twice that found for the Izod test. Comparing
the notched and unnotched specimen8 it is seen that the notched
absorbed less energjrand probably the variation would be less
than for the unnotched due to the character of the fracture.

These tests require a larger spe@men than the Izod and
the results are not as consistent. The available energy of this
machine was much too low for the specimens tested. As the matez-
ial was limited and the amount required for these specimens was
much greater than for Izod specimens, comparatively few of the
Charpy types were made,

Conclusions.

A. Izod Impaot Test;

1. The energy absorbed is not proportional to the area
of cross section. i

2. Specimens 1 in. square give more uniform results tkn
smaller specimens.

3* The difference in energy absorbed due to the quality
of the material is gxeater for smaller specimens than for larger
ones.

—
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4. The shape of the riotahhas no influence tipon
amount of enezgy absorbed with the exception of notches
V which perhaps give higher results.

the
IV and

5. Specimens with short clamped length give higher va2:e
of impact than the long length.

6. The length of the clamped portion should not be less
than 4.0 in.

— —

7. The enezgy of the blow has probably
the amount of energy absorbed by the specimen.

8. The radius of curvature of the edge
in certain limits has no appreciable influence

no itiluence upon

of the strap with- .
upon the results. ‘“

9. Unless the specimen is seriously injured the clamping
pressure has no effect on the results if the specimen iS held

firmly.

10. Plain specimens absorb less ener=q
imens having the same sectional area.

11. Plain specimens give, probably, as
as notched ones.

than notched speo-

uniform results

12. The absorbed energy is, probably, independent of the
type of ~~hine.

13. The uniformity of results is satisfactory.

B. Charpy T’ypeImpact Test.

1. Large specimens, with or without notch, do not almays
fail by fibrous transverse fracture. Failure often occurs by
splitting and, therefore, the results cannot be compared with
those obtained from small Zzod specimens.

C. Transverse Tests.

1. The renark nade in regard to the large i~act speci-
mens of the Charpy tyye,”holds true for transverse test also.

2. The pendulum i~act test of %iood is a quick and in-
expensive method of determining its resistance to suddenly ap-
plied loads and also the quality of the material in gsneral.

.
3. The specimen for the Izod machine always fractures in

the same way and, therefore, the results on different uaterials
may be compared.

4. This preliminary investigation shows that the impact
“;t.estcan be readily standardized and that fuzther work in thi=
direction is desirable.



Table 4.
. Izod Test.

A, Variable Cross $ectionsl Are8,

Ma@~tude NO tch Net Sec- Length of Wood Speuimen Energy absorbed

–of tional claiped “number

variable area portion ftolb. variation

eq.in. in. ft.lb. sq, in. per oent

0.401 I 0,401 2.0 A 23-28 :!*:J
2::62 .

14,2
0.968 II 0.968 2,0 A 50-56 7.3 ‘

0,414 111 0,414 .2.0 A 3-Q-35 15.53 36,05 24.9
0.568 II w.gbti 2.0 A 57-62 63.95 65,97 12.8

: 0,412 I 0.412 2.0 c 22-28 6.12 14*79 l:..?
0.g64 II 0.964 2.0 c 50-56 44.56 46.lg . I

0.414 111 0,414 2,0 c 29- 5
2

~.+ &: ~.. :20 d
0.979 II o~979 -2.0 c 57-3 48.16 . . I

0.437 I 0.437 4.0 H 22-2G ti.13 1~.6 9.6
0.980 tl o.gdo 4.0 H 50-56 .2~.9 29.5 15.2

0.457 11 0.457 4,0” H” 16-21 d,22 18.0 6.7’ “
1.010 n 1.010 4.0 H 43-48 2g.g 29,5 26.2

‘ 0.4 3
d

IV
t

0.4 j 4.0 H
2;3 2

1$.9 M .~
1, 0 n 1.0 0 4.0”’. H 3;% 34.2 13.7

.
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T&ble 5.
Iz03 Test.

B. Variable Form of Notch.

Magn;tude Notch Ne:n~c- Len@h of Wood Specimen . Ener~ absorbed
clawed number

variable area portion fi.lb. variation
sq.in. in. ft.lb. Eq.ill. per cent

1.040 4.!3 Z-- 29-?+ 35.6 34.2 13.71/8 in. wide Iv
1/32 in. wide v
Radius at the

bottom of
‘ notch = O II

II 1/I_6in. I

ljt+ in.=wide Iv
Radius at the
boitom of
notch z O II

n_ 1/16 in. I
V notch-with
r E 1/16 in. I
C~~yrnotch

1/16 in.111
:V notch ;ith

r= 1/).6in. I
Charpy notoh
~vithr = 1/16 in:II1

V notch
with r - 1/16 in. I
Charpy nbt~h
%ith r ~ 1116 in.111

Vnotch - ‘
With r = 1116 in. I

Charpy notch
with r = 1/16 in.111

1.000

1.010
0. i?)o‘?0. 73

0.457
0.437

0.401

0.414

0.968

0. g6/3

O.41.!?

0.414

o,g64

~.979

4.0 R 36-42 33.5

440
4.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

H $g;g 29.g
H 28.9

-H ‘9-15 8.92

s16-21 t3.22
: 22_~g 8.13

A 23-28 ~ 16.28

A 30-35 15.53

A 50-56 62.46

A 57-62 -63.95

c 22-2g 6.12

c 29-35 5,34

G 50-56 44.56

c 57-63 ,. 46.16

jL3#~

29.5
29.5
lg,g

U3.O
l@.6

40.63

j6.OIj

64.69

65.97

14.79

12.96

46.lg

49.90

6.0

26.2
15,2
lt?.8

6.7
9-5

14.2

24.9

7.3

12.8

10.3

20.8

6.o



Table 6.
Izod Test.

C. Specimen with and without Notch.

Ugniftwie Notch Net CI’08S- Length of Wood Specimen : . Energy a’bso@ed “

~cctional clamped nuni”oer

variable area portion ft.lb. variation

sq, in. in. ft.lb. sq. in. per cent

The depth of without .

notch . 0 notch 1.055 4.0 I 25-36 27.7 26.2 6.2

The depth Of

the notch
s 3/t3in. III 1.015 4.0 I 13-24 33.2 32.g 9.5

The depth of Without
notch = O 110 toh 0.955 ‘2.0 and C ?-7

4.0
30.8 29.2 E$.5

The depth of
the notoh
= 3/8 in. III 0.965 2.Oand C 36-41 43.$ 45.3

4.0
5.5

50-63

I

1-
4
1



Table 7.
Izod T~s~.

D. Variable Clamped Length,

Magnitude Notch Net Sec- Wood SpJcimon Energy A3sorbed

of tiollal number

variable 9rea ft.1.b. Variation Ratio of

in. sq. in. ft.lb. sq.in. per cent Energy*

2 Without ~.955 0
(35;:IY)

33,1 34.6 8.0 1.25
notch

4 n 0.955 c 2--4 26.5 27.6
(3 only)

9.0 ,

2 III 0.414 c 29-35 5,34 12,96 20.~ 1.20 ,

4 111 0.415 c 16-21 4.50 10.34 16.6 G

J-)
L I 0.965 c 50-63 4-6.36 46.05 7.0 1.23 1

4- 1 0.955 c 36-41 37.32 39.05 3.9

* Ratio given in last column reports ratio of ener~ e,bsorb(i by the s-hcrt and long specimens.
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Izofl Test.
E. Variable Energy of Blow.

Magnitude Notch Net SOC- Length of flood Speoimen Energy absorbed

of tional clamped number

variable area

ft.lb.

portion ft.lb. Variation
sq.in. in. ft.lb. aq.in. per cent

60 .III 0.435 4,0 A 16-21 14.9 34.4 28.6

120 111 0.414 2.0 A 3Q-35 15.132 =jEl.44 2!.g

Table 9.
Izod Test.

F. Variable Radius of Strap Edge.

I

I-J
m

I

Magnitude Notch Net t3ec- Length”of Wood Specimen EnergyAbsorbed

of tional clamped number
variable area portion ft.lb, Variation

sq.in, in. ft.lb. sq,in. per cent

Radius = O 111 1.015 4.0 I 1-6 and 34.5 y!.1 10.9
lj-lg

Radius = 111 1.002 4.0 I 7-12 and 34.4 34.3 11.7
1/8 in. .19+4

Radius s O Without 1.060. 4.0 I 32-36 27.5 25.9 5.7
notch

Radius = Without 1.050 4.0 - I 25-30 27.g 26.5 6.%
1/8 in. notch

—

I
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Table 10.

~ZOfi. Test.

G. Variable Clamping ?xessure.

Magnitude Notch Net see- Length of Wood Specimen Energy Absorbed

of tional clamped number

variable area ft.lb. Variatic:l

ft,lb. sq. in. in. ft.lb. sq. in. >er cent

16 I 4.0
-—

0.965 c 46-4g 48.6 49.3 *.2
(44;r&)

80 I 0-953 4.0 c 50.6 53.0 4.1
(31:4i) ~ ~

16 I 0.420 4.0 c 14.5 10.2
(4 ~i;:) “

80 I 0.428 4.0 c 5.7 13,3 7.0
(3 oily)

I

z
Table 11.

&rpaot Tests in Charpy Type Machine.
I

Wood Specimen Width Specimens Notch Net sec- Energy Ab60rbed
numbers depth tional

area ft.lb. Variation

Eq. in. ft.lb. sq.in. per cent.

A 27-32 1.50 1.52 Without 2.280 88.3 33.8 27.0
notch

D 33-36 1.46 1.5J without 2.200 119.4 54.3 30.7

G 17-19
notch

1.9G X*99 1 3.190 82.4 25.8 6.5

B 20 1.99 1*99 Without 3.960 ly.cl 9.1
notch

B 22-23 1.99 1.99” I 3.W3 51.2 16.6 1.97
—.

I
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Fig. 3 - Transverse test of spruce nithout notch.
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